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"INiRODUCTION

The dOelopment of .41i(rOncelots that enablq a.child to learn 'to '

Tead is a topic IgAiOi has receiv'ed increasing pttentio in recent ye*C.

Ressarchers have soUght by various methods to'gain lnçTnatton that will

contribute to our understandin9, of the.prdcesses involve . It has been'

obsp'ved that children in the five.to seven ale range-do'Kot understand

\
- 6

exactly wbat is involv, e& in theNiAstof 4Nading. Clay (197S) said thily
. , 4 ,

sometimes cannot find "their way!around" a palge,. Illycotsky (1962)- con-
.

clUded that they have only i vague idpa of the tsiefulness of wr'itten

language. 'Vernon(1957) called it 'cogpltive confusion." Reid (1966)
. ""°°

end Downling (1969) both concluded, after research with five-year-old ,

.

school beginners, that these children have great dtffiCulty in undeis-

standing the imipose bf written language and in understanding the

abstract technical terms used tiy teachers in reading instruction.
I

Specifically, the meanings of such terms as "word," "sound," and

"letter" weie not clear to the students.

Clay's (1972b) longitudinal research into the early reading behavior

of New Zealand children has clai-ified some aspects of arly reading ,

behavior. Cla4/ described several of the sources of con sion'faced by,

young aildren 'when first they encountered the reading ta)c. For example,

Vie children may not realize that it is the print, not the pictures,

which is read. After almost a year in school some-children' ftill moved

from right to left or bogom to top across a page of print. Thty'did
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4ot.netessarily know that the left hand page was read before the right,

hand page. Some of,Clay's subjects still confused the concept of a

letter with the concept of a word' after nearly a'yeah of schooling.

Such misconceptions Can seriodsly interfer'e with the acquisition of
.. .

- beginning reading skills,
'4

GibSon and Levin (1975) stated that it is the.beginning,phase of
.

.
. i

learning toread that we know the least aboui'. They emphasized that
.

.

'the men; presenee of farge amounts of print ih daily surroundings

faCilitates the pergeptu0 learning which i's.invslua4le preparatIon or
, , .

readdng. In Frank Smith's (1975) discuss.ion of Comprehension, he states
.

that
1

a
,

chtld makes sense of the world py relating the unfaMiliar eb the

k6pwn. Therefore, the amount t at is ';'.eady known and can be brought

to bear on any siAatton will rm'ine to. a large'extent what ,is learned

in that situatiOn. Sometimvs-a child's first encounter with. print Js

in school; he coms to school never having had any experience in ana-

lyzing that two-dimensional space which is a page print; However,

ell a child who has previously been exposed to bOok's and print may
*

,no be at a tremendOusadvantage.: Heretofore, he has been free to
. 411, 0 N

scan pictures and bookilVany dtreetion he chose, and has,not founq

it neCes'sary tor"limit hq pattern of search in any way.

The,prer4ding skills and concepts that teril helpful tb a chil'd

. are numerous.. Shankweiler and Oberman (1972) cOntend that eVerything

the beginner readsfflust be analyzed 91to woras. According to them, the

primary di!fieuitypir.eading acquisition is in dealing With words and.

their Components not in dealing witfr.connected teXt. Dennard and

tiortotn;in: 0-97.7) 'have idertified.25 beginning skills. Whether or/not

these fre hl.erarchical is a yet undetermined; research ndate has
.1

4
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not borne 'put the notionsthat preteading and early.regding concepts and .

skills must be acquired in inyariable sequence. 'Many unknbwns remafn

in the area of'beginOng,r Ading, and the existing knowledge is fragment...
J.

, ,

1 10.1 .

There seems to be'uni ersal agreement that learning to read is a, .
\..

.

,

I

highly complex cogriitive process which requires one to master coneepts and,

skill's of ever-increasing complexity. Virtually all textbooks te

aching of reading include' statemehts to the effect that progress in
4I

reading ls sequential or hierarchical.

There is a perv6sive recurrence in the literpture of terms like

"sequential, development order":(Stanchfield, 1972). Yet,jtthough a

hierarchy, 'in which c6Itain Skills are prerequisite to ithers, is #xplicitly

or icAcitly tecognized thrbuNt the literature, a detailed deScription
,1 .

and valllation ol this hierarchy has not been provided, particularly for

the.Very'leaely stages of reading.: It is not khown whether or not a

hierarChy among these skills-exists. Attempts have been made to place

'some of the higher level reading skills in a hierarchy (Bloom, 1956;

Smith and Barrett, )974),'butthis tjtpe of efAort has not been applied

to the very'early skills.

THE smyy.-

%

This study was an attempt to aswtai,n whether or not certai com-

ponerkt conCePts and,skills characteristic.of early reading behavior a

truly prerequisite to other -such concepts and skills: The purpose of
% 1411

, 0

this study rias tp investigate the order in which kindergarten and first

/jradt children aOuire éoncepts.and derminstrate skills related to
*

,readTng; primarily,concepts.and skills involving letters and wol.ds. In
,11

4
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particular,'the order of learning in two major strands was investl-

gated:

I. Letters and,Words (Spoken acid Written)

11.Concepts about BOoks and' Reading

Procedures \

*
this study was todertaken in a southeastern city with a populatiom

1, AI
of,34,24U. Two eWientary sctioolg participated in the study. A .

stratified sample of 66 subjects, 44 firSt graders and 22 kindergarteners

.was drawn from the 11 first grade glas%es And four kindergarten classes..

The sample was £2 'percent white and.38 percent black.

4 Each subject wls tested and interyiewed three times during the

1977-78 spiool term: ,in September, in December, and In March. The

subjects' response's were sorted and tabulated to determine whether the

researcher should reject or f411 to reject each hypothesis on the b5s1s

of each subject's re0onses.

Hypotheses

) The hypotheses are not listed in a proposed hierarchical order.

Some are converse statements of ofArers'. They do not exhaust the possi-

bilities, but rather they include those thought most likely to reveal

the presence of a hierarchy.

Thert are no children who can, recognize sight words, but cannot

tell the examiner how many words are on cards.

2. There are no children who aan tell the examiner how many worth

are on ca'rds, but cannot recognize the letters of the alphabet.

3. There are no children who can recognize sight words, but can-

not recOgnize the letters of the alphabet.
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4c There at'e no children who c n recognize s,ightwords, bdt cannot

name letters of the alphabet.

5. 'Therp are no childrA who can read sight Words, but cannot name

letters of the alphabet.

b. There are no children who can recOgnize sight words, but hold

the concept that picture, not.print,.is read.

7. There are no.children wilo hold the concept that print, not.
.

010\ .piAure,
.

i.s read') but cannot recognize sight wordS. ,. .,

8; There are no children who can read sight words, but do'not hold

the Coneept that print,..not picture, is'read.

9. There are no-children Op can draw lines between the words in

a sentence, but cannot recognie g..ht lords.

10. There are no children who can recognité sight words, but cannot

draw lines tietween the words in,a sentence.

11. There are no children who can read sight words,4but cannot #

draw lines between the words in sentence.

12. There av no children who can draw lines between the words in

a sentence,"but cannot read sight Words.

13. There are no children who can read sight words, but cannot

demonstrate an understard,ing of the relationship between written and

spoken length of words.

the

14. There are no chilAren who can demonstrate an understanding of
I.

elationship between written and spoken length of Ivords but cannot

rea sight words..

15. Ther; are no children who can read, but do not have the concept

o silent reading.
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16. .There are no children who have the conOpt of sileht reading,

but cannot read%

17. There are no chfidren who can match upper and )owe'r case letters,

but cannot recognize the letters of the alphabet. 4

18. There are no children who can match ipper and lower, case letters,

Sut cannot name letters of the alphlet.
.

19. There are no children who tan draw lines betwen the words in

ob.
septence, but cannot tell the examiner how many words are on.cards.

f

20. Jhere arefo chibldren who can tell the examiner how many words
--

are on cards, but cannot draw lines between the words in a sentere.
#

21. No'kindergarten children hold the concept of silent reacao.g.
,

"22. No Children'011 write a:.let.ter or a word anii 6e'Unable to

identify that.letter or word.

Descrlption of the Instruments *
Murphy Durrell Reading Readiness AnalySis (MDRRA)

The Letter .Names,Test, Part I - Capital Letters and Part - Lower

Case Letters of the Murphy-Durrell Readint Readiness Analxsis (Murphy

and Durrell, 1965) was administered.4. On each of these subtests, sub-

jects are required to choose and mark the leiter named by the examiner."
A

Each item consists of an-array of five letters. The predictive validity

A

coefficients.for'the MDRRA with the Stanford Achievement Test - Primary

I Reading, Test are tetter Names and Word Reading .54; and Letter Names

bad Paragraph Reading .57.

Case

For thts test, Part II of the LettereNames Test of the MORA was
4

usid. However, instead of naming a letter for the subjects to mark,
.N
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examind showed a capital letter on a flashcard and ask;c1 the sub-

jects to "Mark the lower case letter that goes with this one." or "Mark

the sMall etter that' goes with this one."

Word 1_12curritionask
.

This task was designed by the experiirenten to'determjne whether

.the'subSects recognized words from the ba91 s'es being'used and/or

wor'ds from Durkin's (146) 1:est Psed to Identify Early Readers. Ea\61,,

of the 32 items consisted of an array of four words. Wors with the

same beginning sounds or letters were not included in the array for

any item, so that tudents wy, used. thy bOlinning sound as a clue could

choose tile correct answer. .The examiner instructed,the subjects to

mark the word they heard spoken.

Letter Namirl Task

Subjects were tested individually by being shown capital letters

and lower case letters on individual flashcards and asked to name the

letters they 5aw.

Word Reading'Taskv

Subjects Were individually tested by being asked to read sight words

which were theWon'fRashcards typed in pr'imary type.

Word Boundaries Task (WBT)

Subjects were shown four sentences, one at a time, from the pre-

primer Sun qp (Early, et. al., 1970), and asked to make vertical lines

between the words in the Sentences. Eighty percent,of the words, or

16 words, correctly marked Was designated as satisfactory performance.
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Mow MotorcyCle Test

In this test designed"by Rozin et. al. :1973), subjects were shown

a long and short word written on a card (e.g. mow and motorcycle) and

asked which word corresponded tO aispoken word (e.g. mow). The long4
words all had four or five syllables ")ohile the short Words had only

one- syllable and no mor4 than four letters Eighty percent correct

responses, or seven correct responses out f eight, waledesignated as

satisfactory performance.

Word Enumeration Task WET
4 ,

Subject's were shown eight caPds one at a time. On each card was'

-_-) ,pr nted a two or three word phrase. --Subject's were asked, "How m ioany wrdV ,

01

,

' a on this card?" To Achieve 80 percent correct rtsponses, seven cor-

rect responses out of eight were necessary to constitute a satisfactory

performance.

Sand Test

The Sand Test (Clay, 1972a) was used to.ass s the subjects' con-
Ift.

cepts about $"-rint. The subjects were thed to identify (1) the fro

c

t

of the book, (2) that print tells the story., (3) a letter, (4) a wo d,

(54 tbe first letter of a word, (6) 6ig and Tittle letters, (7) .function

of the white space, (8) uses of punCtuation, and (9) directional rules.

Slosson Oral Readin Test (SORT),

The,Slosson Oral Readin9 Test (Slosson, 1963) was administered to

the fir;st grade subjects in May as a measure of reading achievement.

41.

1 0
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-Interview

Subjects were individually asked 12 questions des

some of their contepts about books antreadi
I.

ned to reveal

Discussion of Hypothesis Testinl
4

In order to best discuss the meaning of these findings, the informa-

tion is broken into separate topics for discussion.

Printed Words: Retoanizingj ReaxiinalL Enumerating, Separattu and

Relating._ to Spoken Words

Hypothesis I was rejected betause 31 of the 66 subjects ,cou.ld

recognize sight words without being able to tell the examiner.,clow mgly .

words they saw on cartds. Therefore abiltty to.perceive words as\separate
or

entities does not appear to be prerequisite to recognition 0 sight words
r

as.usually tested.

Failure to reject Hypotheses 3, 4, and 5 showed that none orthe

subjetts was ab.le to read words except those subjects.who were- able to

recognize and name letters. It has often'been said that letter. 6ame

knowledge is not prerequjsite to learnjng tO read words (Huev, 1908;

Doman,.1964; Samuels, 1972). Perhaps the finding that no subjeCts could

recognize or read, words without demonstrating letter name knowledge can

be explained by the fact fhat it is common Practice in schools and aMong

parents to teach-.letter names before teaching words. Oh the other hand,

it may be the case that it is nearly impossible in our culture to learn

printed words without also acquiring some knowledge of letter names.

RegardlOis of the explanation, this research by itsel,f does.not rule

out the possibility that learning some letter n6mes is prerequisite to

word reading.

1 1

4

-
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With Hypotheses 6 and 7 Lpformatton was sought,4es to whether.the
.

cOncept that print, nOt pictuTT, i's-read is basic to ability to recogn:ize

words. Both these hypotheses.were rejected!' it was found that ten

c.hildren., or 15 percent.of the sample, were able to:recOgnizs, sight words'

Thirty-one subjects, or approximately half the sample indicated that they

even though they indicated they thought picture, not print; was read. ).

knew print, not picture, is read; but could not recognize scght Words.

Although Clay indiceted that painting to the picture meant.that the

child thought the picture, not the print, was read, it is possible that

some subjects did not interpret the question:exactly as Clay Intended.

Perhips some subjects are sure that;print is read when there are no
P'

.

piatures oh the page. Hiowev6r, vhen print and picture appear On a page

together, conusion arises, as to Whifh takes prioi-ity. This is consis-

tent with the findingS of Byrne and t4son (196).

Failure to reject Hypothesis 8 indicates that in order to read

words,rwhich is more difficult than to .recoy1i jords ea, sut5jett must

have the,concept that it is'the print that is read 89d pighp,.p.44unes.

This seems completely self-evident:. Howe in the Very early stages

of reading, when students have been taugtI ten words or less, must rely

heavily upon picture cues and memory of story content: This bypothesis

was tested to discover whether students are,,in fact, aware that it is

the print that is read.

As shown by the results related to Hypothesis 9, only 16 subjects,

or 25 percent, were able to perform satisfactorily on the preprimer,

level Word'Boundaries Task without having some word recognitionability..

It seems likely that this is because it is-difficult to mark the bound

aries;of written worth when one does not know what a word is. To 6ow
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'what a.word is, one must probably know a few specific Words, at'least

at the recognition level. That,is, the concept of a word is not easily

attained exc0pt by generdlizing from a number of k'noWn WOrds to ,the more

fil!t

global conce0 of a word. 'Rejection of Hypothesis 10 showed, however,
.

*.that 17 subject's were able to recognize ,sight words without being able

to*perform satisfactorily on the Word Boundaries Task. Thus, neither

'is prerequisite to the ottier, but the two usvally develop within a short

time of one another. Most subjects were able to do both t3sks, or
neither.

Hypotheses 11 and 12 dealt with word reading'and word boundaries,

as opposed to word recognition and word bountaries, which were the focus
4

of Hypotheses 9 and 10. Rejection of both Hypotheses 11, d 12 indiCgtes

that -,ome children are able to mark the boundaries of wri ten words

, before learning to read any words, while others are not able to maric:

written word boundaries until after learning to read some words. In

this study ten subjects, or 15 percent of the sample, could read'five

words although they did not perform satisfactorily on the WBT. Twenty-

eight subjects, or 42 percent, could perform satisfactorily on the WRT

although they could not read five printed sight words. It therefore

appears that marking word boundaries may be an easier task than redding

words. The WBT used in the present study, however, included only sen-

tence with usual spacing. It is possible that a word boundaries task

in which the spaces between words were omitted, or one with a space

t.

aftervery letter, might be more difficult than reading words or

recognizing words. This was not tested,in the present study,

'4
The rejection of Hypotheses 13 and 14 showsthat 'neither

to read words nor ability to understand the relationship,between spoken

1 3 .
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and written'length of words is prerequisite to the other. Twenty-five

subjects, or 38/percent of the sample, were Ole to read five printed

sight words al,though theycould not perform satisfactorily on the-Mow

Motorcycle fest, while 13 subjects:or 20 percent, were able to perform

satisfactorily on the Mow Motorcycle Test although they could not read

five printed sight words. Either of tkese ab11i6es can occur first in

a child's development of reading behavior. Accurate perception of the

relationship between spoken and written length may be related to the

amount and kind of experience that a child has had with print. That is,

perhaps children who have been read to, and have spent much time looking

at books, are more likely to be:aware that wo-rds th many letters

usually sound longer when spoken than words with few letters. One

certainly would expect that a ch,ld who has written many.names would

develop the concept.that:oral word length ancl printed word length were

related.

One miscon.ception that occurred frequer04 was that of fail4ng ie.

recognize one 1.etter words as-words. The incidence of this misconception

was so high that tt seems to be a stage in children's concept develop-

ment with regard to letters and words. A child at Ois stage gives the .

following:responses when asked, on the,WET, "How many wor'ds ar on this

jcard?"

what I want

if you wish

you.are 2

I was

to go 2

if ! must 2

11,
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for thergirl 2

a pretty picture 2

Apparently, one letter'words are not 'recognized as words by children at

this,stage.
6

, Hypothesis.2 was tested to discover whether letter recogkition

ability was prerequisite to-ability to perceive woreA as separate

entities. For all subjects but gne, lefter recognition ability was

prei-eguisie to Niccess on the WET. This was not surprising'because

in order to ,c..(lsokoti6r4s, one must be aware of the difference between
.1

letters and words. Apparently'this concePt is acquired inductively by
at

r 'assocj'atincl names wi4 specific letters and/or words.' -

&

Letters: Matching) Naminl.ancr ROlunizin9

Some of the findings related to letters were discussed above. The.

remaining ones will be discussed in this section.

Hypothesis 17 was investiwted to diseover whether the subjects

could match upper and lower.case letters without being able to recognize

letters by name. Only two subjects were able to do this. It appears

that matching upper and lower case letters' is extremely difficult until

one is able to recognize at least some letters by name. Undersfanding

of the abstract correspondence between upper.and lower case letters was

unlikely to occur in the absence of specific examples for which the

subjects had learned to recogn'ize names.

Hypothesis 18 sought information as to whether the subjects could

match upper and lower case letters without being.able to name individual

letters when the lettgrs were presented on flashcarcis. Seven Subjects

were able to do.this. Although'the hypothesis was'rejected, the results

1 5
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indicatie thet it is difficult to mateh upPer antlower case letters

without being able tO name ta' letters. Re'cognition is usually not

enough; one must be able to recall the name of the letter, not merely

recognize it when it is'spoken by someone else.-

Hypothesis 22 was tested to discover whether ony child could write

letters or words and remain unable to tell thqtexaminer what letters or

words tie had written. The hypothesis was rejected because 20 subjects

or.30 percent of the sample, did write letters or MOM'S they.Could not

identify.

Concepts of Silent Reading

Question 10 of the Interview (Can people read without talking?) was

used to discover whether the subjects understood that silent reading

was possible. Hypotheses 15 and 16 vwght to determine whether th'e

concept of silent reading was prereqiiisite to learning to read, whether

learning to read was prerequisite to attaining the concept of sident

reading,.or whether the two were not interdependent. Results indicated

that neither attainment of the concept of silent reading nor.mall4ery

of the task of reading is prerrisite to thellother. Fifteen subjects,

or 23 percent of the-sample, could read but lacked the concept of silent

reading; while 41 subjects, or 68 percent, had attained the concept of

silent reading before learning to read. However, the .responses of

some.subjects over, thAe interviews indicated they had the concept

of silent reading before learning to read; but later, when ttky learned

to read, believed silent reading was not possible. Perhaps they thought

4
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it possible until they tried it personally; or it may be thgt they

believe,$)lent reading is.possible for others, older people for instance,

but not for them.

.Hypothesis 21 was tested in order to discover whethukany of the
WIF

kindergarten subjects had 'developed the concept of silent reading.

Rejection of this hypothesis was because eight kindergarteners, or

36 percent, had developed the concept of silent reading. ,

Discussion of Correlation and Regression Analyses

4

1r
,

1

. Tables 1, 2, ind 3 show the intercorre ations betwoeR the measures'
J,

used at each of three'points in time, Taiqe 4 gives the #
product-moment

correlations of Sepirber,. Decemier,. and March meaAres with the .Slton
'

Oral Reading'Test given in May. As can be seen in Table 4, the December,

lir Reading score bad the highest correlation with the SORT of any of

the mvsures used', a correlation of .77. In the case of Word Recogni'-

tion the December scoAl also correlated more high3y with the crit&ion

measure than either the September or the March score. Similarly, the

Matching score in' September correiated more highly with the SORT than

the December or March Matching score. These findingi indica4 that the

time at which students are tested may be of crucial importal to the-

predictive value of the tests. Little is learned'if the students are

tested at a _time when none have mastered the dill or coOtept that is

.being sought. Likewise, little is learned by testing at a time when

virtually all have mastered the Sk4 or The teWhg is)pf

most valuein predicting futurApirformance ifit ts done at a time

when there is a suead of scores from to high,

1 7
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Word Boundaries Task (W814
Word Enumeration Task (WET)
Mow Motorcycle Test (MM)

.

Word Recognitton Task (WIWC)
,

Word Reading Task (
Letter Reccegnition
Matching (MATCH)
Letter Namtng (LN)

WDREAD)

Task LR)
Silent Reuling (SR)
What's in Books (WINO.

*

-a
C:71
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WBT

WET ,

WDREC

WDREAD

IR

MATCH

LN

S.

fok

Table 2

Correlations Betleen Scores on Measures Taken in December 1977

4

I-- .

x

.

.39 .12% .39 .37 .39
.

.57 .40

. .24 .60 .61 .19 .39 .23

.
.

. .44 .46 .22 . .29 .22

.46 .60 .46
,

. .36 2 .56 .43

r
.

...

, .86 .93

,
. .83

,-

Word goundaries Task (WBT)
Word Enumeration Task (WET)
Mow Motorcycle Test (MM)
Word Recognition Task (WDREC)

20

Word Reading Tasli (WDREAD)
Letter Recognition Task (LR)
Matching (MATCH)
Letter Naming (LN)
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WBT

WET

mm

WDREC

WREN)

IR

MATCH

IN

Table
1

Correlations Between Scores on Measures Taken in March 1978

_

X q
a.

C4
....J

3i =
,

.69 .16 .60 .59 .18 .37 .20

.12 .61 .69 .03 .30 .06

.37 .48 .34 .34 .35

.87 .64 .81 .66

,..
.50 .67 .52 4

.

.93 .98
.

.
.94

. .

Word,BoundarieS Task (WOT)
Word Enumeration Task (WET)
Mow Motorcycle Test (MM)
Word Recognition Task (WQRED)

.2 2

Word Reading Task (WDREAD)
Letter Recognition Task (IR)
Matching (MATCH)
Letter Naming (LN)
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Table 4

Product-Moment Correlations of September, December, end

Mat:qh Measures viith Slosson Oral Reading Test

Scores in May

September December March

Nord Boundaries Task

Word Enumeration Task

Mow-Motorcycle Test

Word Recognition Task

Word Reading Task

Letter Recognition Testi

Matching

Letter Naming Test

Sllent Reading

What's in Books

.36

.36

.35

.66

.32

.49

.57

.48

.40

.17

4

.39

.47

.45

.68

.77

.39

.54

145

.43

.48

.55

.73

.28

.37

.29

(

2 4
V!
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The above reported scores tWord Reading, Ward Recognition, and

Matching) were the only mea res that correlated as highly as .50 with

the SORT: Here the differenc4 between correlates and prerequisitts

must be noted. Even a measure that correlates very highly wi h the

criterion measure need not be a prerequisite; and a prerequi ite -need
4

not have a high correlation with the criterion measure.

In Tables 5, 6, and 7 the results of the multiple regression

analyses are summarized. Asterisks appear beside those variables which

added more than .01 to the multiple correlation coefficient.

In Table 5, which reports the September multiple regression analysis,

all ten of the variables entered contributed to ttm. overall significant

correlation of .78. However, a correlation Of .74 could be achieved witht.

only three of these: Word.Recognition, Word Boundaries,' and What's in

books? Only these made a significant contribution.

In December (see Table 6), of a possible eight variables entered

into the multiple regression.equation, only seven made a contribution to

the overall significant multiple-correlation of .82. A correlation of

.81, however', could be achieved'with only the first two variables: Word

Reading and Word Recognition. Only these two made a significant coneri-

bution.

Likewise, inOarch (iee Table.7), seven of the eight variables made

a contribution to _the oVerall significant multiple correlation of .78,

but a correlation of .73 was achieved with only the first variable, Word

Vding, which was the only significant contributor to the multiple

'correlation.
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Table 5, o

Multiple Correlation of'September Scores With

the Slossor Oral Readini Test

Step Variable Enter*0 F to .Enter Multiple R Overall F

1

2 Word Boundaries Task

3-

4

5

6

7

8

9 Word Reading Task

10 Letter Recognition Test

Word Recognition Task 11.72* .66 31.72*

. 70 19.92*

.74 16.21*

. 77 13:86*

.76 .77

.55 ..78 9.29*

. 19 .78 Lel*

.78 6.70*

.07 .78 5.81*

.02 .18

5.06*

What's in Books?
. 4.95*

Matching 3.62

Mow-Motorcycle Test

Silent Reding

Letter Naming Test

Word Enumeration Task . 17

*Significant at the .05 level
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Table 6

MultiPle Correlation of December Stores

with the Slosson Oral Reading Test

Step Verlable Entered F to Enter Multiple R Overall F

1 Word Read* Task t2 31* .77 62.31*

2 Word Recognition Task 6.26* .81 38.19*
4"3 Word Enumeration Task 1.04 .81 25 83*

4 Word Boundaries Task .92 .82 19.57*

5 Mow-Motorcycle Test .36 .82 47*

6 Letter Naming Test .18 .82 12.64*

Letter Recognition Test .49 .82 10.75*

*Significant at the .05 level

4,

4
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Table 7

Multtple Correlation of March Scores With

the Siosson Oral Reading Test

Step
F to Enter

Variable Entered or Remove Multiple R Overall F

1 Word Reading Task 47.77/ .73 47.77*

Word Recognition Task 256 .75 26.06*I.
3 Mow-Motorcycle Test 1.71 .76 18.24*

4 Matching .74 do, .76 13.78*'

5 Word Enumeration Task .88 .77 11.17*

6 Word Bodndaries Task .77 920*

7 Letter Naming Test .05 .77 7.69*

*Signjfjcant at the .05 level

28
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As can be seeq in :the Mtltiple Correlation Summary Fables 5, 6,

and 7, the contribution made by a particular measure can change con-,

, siderably over time. For exfmple, Word Boundaries, which was the

second greatest contributor to the September multiple regression analysis

.dropped to sixth (and non-significance) in March.

Conclusions

Four ma)or conclusions can be drawn from this study:

1. Knowledge of letter names is present,among all children Who

learn to read words, whether the letter names.,are learned in school or

before.School entry. While this phenomenon does not prove letter name

learning to be prerequisite to word learning, it does not disprove tuch

0116

a possibility.

2. There is a stage in children's concept development, With regard

to letters and "16, during which a child beljeves that a wor'd must be

more than one letter. At this stage he daes not think Of onerletter'words

as words.

3. 'Evep though children who do not hold the concept that print,

not picture, is read may be able to recognize woccis only those who hold

thIs concept can read words.

4. At appears likely that some letter recognition ability may be

prerequisite-to satisfaaory performance on the Wort Enumeration Task

and to matching upper and lower case letters:

pRecommefidatigns andjmplications

Whilethis study was not suf.ficien$ly broad to make firm generali-

/ions, it does have implications for teaching and for furthlr study.
1 p

The following recommendations are proposed.
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. 1. Since many children are unsure of the meanings of terMs like
,

"letterNand "word," it might be usaful to investigate the effect on

be9inning reading achieveMent or directly teaching the meaning of sUch

terms very soon after school entry. It also might be useful to' investi-.

gate the q irect teaching of the concept that print, not picture, is
4

read. .

2. In the present study the Word Eaumeration Task contained several

one-letter words, while the Mord Boundaries Task did not. The Word

Enumeration Task proved-more difficult for 'the .subjects. An experiment

should1be conducted in which both tasks contain one-letter words. One

could test the hypothesis that this would.mIke the two tasks equivalent.

3. The following hypothees, which could not be rejected in this

.study, skatijd be tested in other settings.

,Hypothesis 3, There are no children who can recognize 12

sight-words, but recogNize fewer than.eight 1 tters.

HypothesisA There are no children who can recognize 12

sight words, but can name no letters.

Hypothesis 5. There are no children who can read five printed

sight'words, but can mile no letters.

Hxpothesis 8. There are no Children whq.can read five printed

sight .4prds4 butt hop the concept that picture,'not print,.iS read.

.By so doing the generalizability of the results could be increased.

4. 'Further study on youngsthildrtn's concepts of print, such as

those tested by thi Sand te'st, could be iutructi46 Since ii is diffi-

cult to obtain such information fOom young children accurately with a

test, cast studies and continuous observation may be4necessary.

,
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5. The results of this study can be interpreted as-support for
s

,continuous pbservation and infbrmal tosting of students. On the basis

of thisTesearchs it is recommended that dectsions regarding placement

and instruction of beginning readers not be made on the basis of a

single set of tests given at some one time.

4,

4.
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